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I. INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of web applications has heightened the need for robust security
measures. Web application penetration testing (WAPT) plays a crucial role in
identifying and mitigating vulnerabilities before malicious actors exploit them.
However, traditional WAPT approaches often suffer from limitations:

● Time-consuming nature: Manual testing can be laborious and slow, delaying
vulnerability remediation and impacting development timelines.

● Resource-intensive requirement: Skilled penetration testers are in high
demand, making it challenging for organizations to maintain comprehensive
testing coverage.

● Limited scope: Traditional methods might miss emerging vulnerabilities due
to their static nature and require constant updates to adapt to the evolving
threat landscape.

II. CURRENT MARKET STATUS AND FUTURE POTENTIAL
The global application security testing market is projected to reach a staggering USD
15.4 billion by 2027, with a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 14.1% [1]. AI-
powered WAPT tools are poised to be a significant driver of this growth, offering
distinct advantages:

● Automation: AI can automate repetitive tasks such as vulnerability scanning
and exploitation attempts, significantly accelerating the testing process.
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● Scalability: AI-powered tools can efficiently handle large testing volumes,
making them ideal for organizations with extensive web application
portfolios.

● Continuous learning: AI algorithms possess the ability to learn from past data,
including successful and unsuccessful exploits, continuously adapting their
testing strategies to identify new vulnerabilities and attack vectors, leading to
a more comprehensive and dynamic approach to security assessment.

III. TARGET MARKET FOR AI-POWERED WAPT
AI-powered WAPT tools cater to a vast market, including:

● Software development companies: Streamlining the development process
by enabling early identification and remediation of vulnerabilities.

● Financial institutions: Ensuring robust security for sensitive financial data.
● E-commerce platforms: Safeguarding customer information and transactions.
● Healthcare organizations: Protecting patient data and privacy.

IV. UNIQUE CAPABILITIES OF AI IN WAPT
Beyond automation, AI offers several unique features that enhance WAPT:

● Advanced vulnerability detection: AI algorithms can analyze complex code
structures and application behavior to identify subtle vulnerabilities missed
by traditional methods, including zero-day vulnerabilities.

● Prioritization of vulnerabilities: AI can efficiently analyze the potential
impact and exploitability of identified vulnerabilities, allowing developers to
prioritize their efforts on mitigating the most critical threats.

● Context-aware testing: AI can consider the application's context, such as user
roles and permissions, to tailor tests and prioritize vulnerabilities based on
potential real-world attack scenarios.

V. THE ROLE OF HUMAN EXPERTISE
While AI plays an increasingly important role, it is unlikely to completely replace
human penetration testers. Human expertise remains essential for several key
reasons:

● Complex scenarios: Complex scenarios and edge cases often require human
judgment and expertise to make informed decisions and analyze the context
surrounding test results.

● Creativity: Attackers constantly innovate, so human creativity is still crucial to
stay ahead of evolving threats and design effective test scenarios.

● Business context: Understanding the specific business context and risk
tolerance is essential for prioritizing vulnerabilities and making informed
security decisions.

VI. AI-POWEREDWAPT: WORKING MODEL
AI-powered WAPT tools typically follow a multi-stage approach:
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1. Learning Phase: The AI model is trained on historical data, including
vulnerability databases, successful and unsuccessful exploit attempts, and
code patterns associated with vulnerabilities.

2. Scanning and Analysis: The AI scans the web application, analyzing code
structure, configuration, and functionality.

3. Vulnerability Detection: The AI leverages its knowledge base and analysis to
identify potential vulnerabilities.

4. Exploitation Attempts: The AI attempts to exploit identified vulnerabilities,
simulating real-world attack scenarios.

5. Prioritization and Reporting: AI prioritizes vulnerabilities based on severity
and potential impact, generating a comprehensive report for developers and
security professionals.

VII. CONTINUOUSLY UPDATING TEST CASES WITH AI
One of the significant advantages of AI-powered WAPT lies in its ability to
continuously update test cases. This dynamic approach ensures that security
assessments remain relevant and effective in the face of the ever-evolving threat
landscape. Here are several ways AI can achieve this:

● Machine Learning (ML): AI models can be trained on historical testing data,
including successful and unsuccessful exploit attempts, vulnerability databases,
and code patterns associated with vulnerabilities. By analyzing these vast
datasets, the AI can learn to identify patterns and trends that might indicate
new vulnerabilities or variations of existing ones. This knowledge can then be
used to automatically generate new test cases or refine existing ones to target
these emerging threats.

● Community-driven Updates: AI systems can be designed to leverage the
collective knowledge of a security community. This can be achieved by
integrating with platforms where security professionals share information about
newly discovered vulnerabilities and their associated exploit methods. By
analyzing this shared data, the AI can update its test case library to incorporate
these new findings, ensuring that even the latest threats are covered during
WAPT.

● Real-time Learning: Advanced AI systems can be designed to learn from the
results of ongoing WAPT scans. If a new vulnerability is identified during a scan,
the AI can analyze the exploit method and the application code involved. Based
on this analysis, the AI can automatically create new test cases specifically
designed to detect similar vulnerabilities in other parts of the application or
even across different applications developed by the same organization.

● Integration with Vulnerability Databases: AI-powered WAPT tools can be
integrated with real-time vulnerability databases. As new vulnerabilities are
discovered and reported, the database is updated. The AI system can then
access these updates and automatically incorporate them into its test case
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library, ensuring that newly discovered vulnerabilities are promptly addressed
during subsequent WAPT scans.

VIII. PENETRATION TESTING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: -
by Simon Tjoa (St. Pölten UAS, Austria), Christina Buttinger (Austrian Armed Forces),
Katharina Holzinger (Austrian Armed Forces) and Peter Kieseberg (St. Pölten UAS,
Austria) Securing complex systems is an important challenge, especially in critical
systems. Artificial intelligence (AI), which is increasingly used in critical domains such
as medical diagnosis, requires special treatment owing to the difficulties associated
with explaining AI decisions. Currently, to perform an intensive security evaluation of
systems that rely on AI, testers need to resort to blackbox (penetration) testing. In
recent years, artificial intelligence (AI) has significantly changed the way we do
business and research. Applications that previously seemed possible only in science
fiction (e.g. personal assistants like Siri and Alexa) are now a reality. AI components
are also becoming increasingly important in the automated decision-making routines
behind many systems that are used in areas such as cancer research, open-source
intelligence (OSINT) and intrusion detection. However, there is one huge drawback
that limits the use of this technology. Often it remains unclear what exactly deep
neural networks or similar approaches have learned and whether the software can
be trusted. For some applications, either substantial research is conducted to gain a
deeper understanding of their inner workings, or a human is involved in the process
to ensure valid operation (i.e. ‘human-in-the-loop’). While this approach is feasible in
many cases, e.g. the doctor-in-the-loop, many applications, especially those that
concern decision-making in critical infrastructures, do not scale with a human in the
loop, often due to their time-critical nature. Furthermore, many of these decision-
making processes need to be based on large amounts of inference datasets, thus
making manual analysis practically impossible. This greatly reduces the trust in the
results derived from such systems. In addition, in some applications, such as self-
driving vehicles, it is not possible to use explainable AI or human intervention.
Therefore, it is crucial to use an attacker’s mindset to test the robustness and
trustworthiness of the artificial system – especially considering the large attack
surface posed by these systems and the massive developments in adversarial
machine learning [1]. Combined with the inability to explain results, a lot of damage
could be caused by attackers manipulating intelligent systems for their own gain. We
propose a high-level concept of a systematic process to test AI systems within the
data science lifecycle. This is mainly done by combining techniques from risk
management (i.e. assessing the business risk, existing controls and the business case
for an attacker), adversarial machine learning (i.e. evaluating the trustworthiness
and robustness of the algorithm and trained abilities) and traditional penetration
testing (i.e. evaluating the security of the implemented system, e.g. manipulation of
sensor data). Figure 1 gives an overview of the generic approach, focussing on the AI
components. While standard penetration testing of the underlying platform is
required to mitigate threats and security gaps on this level (the greyed-out part
labelled ‘platform in Figure 1), this method extends the standard approaches to
achieve certain tasks required for the AI components. The main problem with AI
components is explainability; it is usually not possible to gain a detailed
understanding of why a certain decision was made [2]. Thus, testers resort to black-
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box security testing, trying to generate unwanted results either by using completely
random (fuzzied) input material or by using nearby or extreme values. When using
algorithms that learn from past decisions, it is vitally important to attack the
underlying knowledge. We must assume that an attacker might be in possession of
parts of the underlying (training) data or even have a (black-box) environment
running the algorithms in question. The latter would enable the attacker to run many
executions using arbitrary data or fuzzied information, trying differential attacks and
feeding specially structured information into the system. This is very similar to the
cryptanalytic counterparts of partially known and chosen plaintext attacks.
Furthermore, depending on the algorithms in use, specific attacks might exist that
need to be considered during the penetration test. While penetration testing is
extremely valuable to evaluate such systems, proper risk analyses are often
overlooked. These are important to: (i) carve out the attack surface, and (ii) help
determine mitigation strategies and possible attack scenarios. Further research into
possible attack scenarios is particularly important as the potential damage caused by
manipulation of intelligent systems is often not clear even for the system’s designers.
Possible outcomes range from the introduction of broad bias into decision-making
processes through to an attacker being able to launch fine-tuned attacks. Thus,
together with identifying the (information) assets, the security analyst will also need
to determine possible attack and damage scenarios in order to develop a feasible
mitigation strategy. The proposed workflow is at first draft stage and requires
additional methods to tailor it to specific systems and the technologies. Nevertheless,
it can be used as a template to provide a basic level of security in AI-based systems.
Importantly, penetration testing can never give a security guarantee; at best, the
testers will find all bugs that could have been found by attackers, but as history has
shown, even very prominent software stacks can be susceptible to newfound or
newly introduced errors [3]. We are investigating these issues in two academic
projects, the COIN-project “Big-Data Analytics” [L1] and the FORTE-project
“exploreAI” [L2]. In these projects we are conducting indepth research into efficient
penetration testing against intelligent systems and future implications for critical
infrastructuresecurity.

Figure 1 : A high-level approach to penetration testing AI system
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● BENEFITS OF CONTINUOUSLY UPDATED TEST CASES:

⮚ Enhanced Security: By continuously updating test cases, AI-powered WAPT tools
can identify a wider range of vulnerabilities, including both known and emerging
threats.

⮚ Reduced False Positives: Traditional WAPT approaches might generate false
positives due to outdated test cases. Continuously updated test cases based on
real-world data can minimize false positives, improving the efficiency of security
assessments.

⮚ Improved Efficiency: Automating test case updates through AI can significantly
reduce the manual workload associated with maintaining a comprehensive test
suite. This frees up security professionals to focus on more complex tasks
requiring human judgment and expertise.

● CHALLENGES AND CONSIDERATIONS:

● Data Quality: The effectiveness of AI-powered test case updates relies
heavily on the quality and comprehensiveness of the training data. It is
crucial to ensure that the AI is trained on reliable and up-to-date data sources.

● Explainability: As AI models become more complex, their decision-making
processes can become less transparent. It is essential to develop mechanisms
that explain the rationale behind AI-generated test cases, allowing security
professionals to understand and potentially refine them if necessary.

● Human oversight:While AI can automate test case updates, human oversight
remains crucial. Security professionals need to review and validate AI-
generated test cases to ensure their effectiveness and relevance to the
specific application being tested.

IX. CURRENT AI-POWEREDWAPT TOOLS AND VALUATIONS:
The AI-powered WAPT market is experiencing rapid growth, with several established
players and emerging startups offering innovative solutions. Here's a glimpse into
some prominent tools and their estimated valuations (figures based on publicly
available information and may not be fully accurate):

● Apigee API Test (by Google Cloud): Part of the Apigee API Management
platform, Apigee API Test offers comprehensive AI-powered testing features.
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It leverages machine learning for test case generation and prioritization, with
valuations for the entire Apigee platform exceeding USD 15 billion.

● Contrast Security: This leading application security platform offers an AI-
powered WAPT solution with features like intelligent scanning, self-learning
vulnerability detection, and automated exploit analysis. Contrast Security's
valuation is estimated to be around USD 5 billion.

● Sqreen: This cloud-based WAPT platform utilizes AI for automated
vulnerability detection, prioritization, and real-time threat monitoring. While
private, Sqreen has secured significant funding rounds, indicating a high
potential valuation.

● Detectify: This European company offers an AI-driven WAPT platform that
focuses on continuous security posture management and automated
vulnerability detection. Detectify's valuation is estimated to be in the range
of USD 100 million to USD 500 million.
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